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Hajari Bhand of Chittorgarh
is renowned throughout the
Mewar region of southern
Rajasthan as a bahurupiya -a
wandering mimic and comic.
For two months in 1982-83, he
graciously gave up semi-retirement so that we could document his work. He took to the
road again, visiting some of
the 460 towns and villages that
have comprised his circuit and
performing 25 different roles,
which included some routines
with his son, Janakilal Bhand.
In the months that followed,we
visited his home to share raw
footage from the film we were
making and to interview him
about his life as a bahurupiya
and -prior to independence -as
a jester, praise singer, and wit
in the Mewari courts.

have generally lacked the kind
of fully established personal
and social identities that can
be made the subjects of biography and history” (1969: xix).
In some ways, Hajari Bhand’s
life has followed a scenario of
trials and choices that we might
think of as typical of the unchronicled jesters who worked
at court and on the road in
medieval Europe. For Western
readers, an account of his life
and art may also provide an
imperfect window to an irrecoverable past.
The term bahurupiya derives
from the Sanskrit bahu (many)
and rupa (form). Over the past
45 years, Hajari Bhand claims
to have portrayed several hundred characters, a vast assortment of Rajputs and holy men,
professional men and tribals,
Using Hajari Bhand’s life and
gods and goddesses, tradeswork as an example, this essay
men and rogues, and beggars
is an inquiry into the art and
and fools. As one who assumes
function of the now vanishmany forms and playfully
ing bahurupiyas and Bhands
takes on different identities,
of Rajasthan. In The Fool and
he is aided by the fact that, in
His Scepter: A Study in Clowns and Rajasthan, a great deal about
jesters and Their Audiences, Wila person’s occupation, social
liam Willeford notes that “Fools standing, expected behavior,
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patterns appropriate to the castes, character types,
and mythological figures that have traditionally
comprised the Rajasthani world. His playful portrayals reflect and help to shape the Rajasthani public’s
sense of identity in its most human terms.
BHANDS & BAHURUPIYAS
The known history of the Bhands in India is vague.
The Sanskrit bhana denotes a jester or a comic
monolog (Russell and Hiralal 1915 1:349; Ragavan
1981:40). Historical connections with the pot-bellied, irreverent Brahman vidusakas of Sanskrit
drama, as well as with the witty parasites mentioned
in the Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra, may well be valid
(Welsford 1948:63-64), but ancestors of the present-day Bhands are said to have entered India from
Persia with the Muslim courts and are especially associated with Timur-leng (Tamburlaine),
who invaded India in 1398 (Russell and Hiralal
1915 1:349). There is still a substantial concentration of Bhands in Kashmir, where a form of farcical drama, Bhand Pather, is performed on Islamic
saints’ days and other festive occasions; many of the
Bhands presently in north India seem to have come
down from Kashmir at a later date (Russell and
Hiralal 1915 1:349; Motilal Kemmu 1980, personal
communication). Like the Kashmiri Bhands, most
Bhands in north India are Muslim. Thus, in 1896,
Crooke (1:259) cited figures for Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, and Haryana showing more than 14,000 Muslim Bhands living in these areas and only 14 Hindu
Bhands. In Rajasthan, however, because of the successful resistance of the Mewari courts to the spread
of Islam, a separate Hindu caste arose, including the
ancestors of Hajari Bhand, who served these courts
as jesters.

Hajari Bhand portrays Hanuman, the
monkey hero and demi-god of the Ramayana
and speech patterns can still be predicted by
the clothing he/she wears. Great emphasis
is placed on a bahurupiya’s skill at costuming and makeup. A bahurupiya’s disguise is
known as a vesh (Sanskrit for clothing or dress),
and the art of presenting himself in make-up
and costume is referred to as “doing a vesh.”
The usually comic actions that accompany the
wearing of a vesh are known as sangs or swangs.
Derived from the Sanskrit svanga, “having
graceful action” (Dash 1979:14), this term now
signifies a comic routine.
One may refer almost interchangeably to a bahurupiya’s vesh or sang, with a slight shift of emphasis
from his appearance to his actions. Using the streets,
courtyards, and marketplaces of Mewar as venues
for his veshes and sangs, Hajari Bhand imitates,
exaggerates, and sometimes violates stereotypical expectations for comic and dramatic effect. He drops
old roles, adds new ones, and frequently changes his
patter, as the times, his changing interests, and
those of his audience require. His art is fashioned
from a detailed knowledge of the dress and behavior
GUIDE:Hajari Band of Rajasthan

The existence of Bhands in the region seems to be
of considerable antiquity. G.N. Sharma (1968:149)
quotes the Samyaktva of Taruna Prabha Suri, written in 1354, as already mentioning, “Bhands and
troupes of professionals of both sexes performing
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buffoonery and farce, accompanied by music, dance,
and dialogue.” In a 1983 conversation, Sharma
expressed his belief that Bhands played a vital role
in developing the dramatic aspect of the Bhavai
theater in Gujarat, as well as much of the popular
theater of Rajasthan. The A’in-i Akbari of Abu’l
Fazl ‘Allami makes note of Bhands playing percussion instruments and “singing and mimicking men
and animals” in 16th-century India (Jarrett 1978
3:272).
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very necessary part of court life” (1983, personal
communication).

Like medieval jesters, the Bhands were privileged
men, but such privileges have limits. Like their European counterparts, the Bhands were in constant
danger of losing their livelihood by failing to amuse
or overstepping the boundaries of royal humor. K.S.
Ada of the Bharatiya Lok Kala Mandala tells a story
that illustrates the skills required for survival (1982,
personal communication). A Bhand in Jaipur had
Up until recently, Bhands have corresponded closely fallen out of favor with his Raja and been told never
both in their function and in their activities to the
to show his face to the ruler again. After he departed
professional buffoons and “artificial fools” of mediin shame, a great procession was scheduled out of
eval Europe. The Ethnographic Atlas of Rajasthan
Jaipur. The Bhand coated his buttocks with wheat
(Mathur 1969:6o-6i) states “Known for their ready
powder, stationed himself on a hill at the front of
wit and humor, their art of storytelling, jokery and
the crowd, and bent over, exposing his rear as his
buffoonery, the Bhands provide entertainment and
monarch paraded by. When asked to explain this
fun to the people of festivals and feasts with the aid
extraordinary behavior, the Bhand said that he felt
of their exciting fables and satires. “A traditional
an overwhelming desire to present himself and pay
Hindi proverb has it that a Bhand is “as essential at
proper homage to his king, but alas, since he was
an entertainment as a tiger in a forest” (Crooke 1896 forbidden to show his face, what else could he do?
1:258). Within the ksatriya courts, Bhands enterHe was immediately restored to favor.
tained in the evening hours in military encampments
or on hunting expeditions, singing out praises for a
The practice of performing as a bahurupiya is now
good shot or jibing at a missed one. Similarly, they
associated with Bhands, but formerly members of
accompanied Rajas into battle - sometimes dressed
various castes, including Brahmans, practiced this
as a Rajput ancestor - praising brave deeds or makart in villages as well as at the courts. The A’in-i
ing jokes at the expense of both sides. Tulsinath
Akbari lists the “Bahurupi” as separate from the
Dabhai of the palace at Udaipur puts the case simBhands and notes that in their daytime mimicry,
ply: “Their main function was to make the Raja
“youths disguise themselves as old men so successlaugh” (1983, personal communication).
fully that they impose on the most acute observers”
(Jarrett 1948 3:272). The term denotes a professional
Rawat Kesari Singh, a patron of Hajari Bhand since activity rather than a caste, and not all Bhands have
the days before Independence, stresses that “Finanbeen gifted at this particular set of skills. “It is an
cially (Bhands), were completely dependent on Raart, and a gift. Not all can do it,” says Hajari Bhand
jputs. They were given food, grains, and clothes, and (1983, personal communication).2
at the marriages and deaths of their family members
the Rajas and Jagidars paid all the expenses.” To
Central to the art of the bahurupiya is the ability
earn this support, the Bhand provided his royal pato create convincing impersonations of identifiable
tron with amusement, flattering praise, and at times types. Impersonations of deities at Hindu temple
witty and stinging criticism. “It was,” says Singh, “a festivals may have led to performances involving
3
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the comic mimicry of social types among such
castes as the Rawals by the end of the 14th century
(Bhanawat 1979:26-27). Bhands may have adopted
these skills to increase their repertory as jesters,
for in Orissa, where the Muslim courts had far less
influence, the term bahurupiya is applied exclusively
to those impersonating Hindu deities (Dash 1979:15
and 1983, personal communication). Furthermore,
both Hindu and Muslim Bhands who act as bahurupiyas in Rajasthan now sometimes represent
Hindu deities. The combination of mimicry with
court jests is a natural one, with or without evolution
from divine impersonation. The 14th-century Italian
buffoon, Gonello, for instance, is said to have “carried various disguises about with him” and to have
depended upon his gifts for mimicry and impersonation for the success of many of his jests (Welsford
1948:14). Whatever their religion, their caste, or
the origins of their art, bahurupiyas from Gujarat
to Bengal have traditionally prided themselves on
the accuracy of their impersonations of men and
women from all walks of life and on their ability to
deceive even those who know them well. “One of
their favorite devices is to ask for money, and when it
is refused to ask that it may be given if the Bahurupia succeeds in deceiving the person who refused
it. Several days later, the Bahurupia will again visit
the house in the disguise of a peddler, a milkman,
or what not, sell his goods without being detected,
throw off his disguise and claim the stipulated reward” (Ibbetson 1881: paragraph 529).

Hajari Bhand often represents Shiva on religious holidays in non-comic veshes

The jest books of the 16th century depict variegated but compact little societies, where king, burgher, priest and peasant are perpetually jostling one
another, and the buffoon slips in and out licking up
something from them all” 0948:22). This description
applies as well to the princely states of Rajasthan
before 1947. With Independence, the social and
political system that had sustained the Bhands as
court jesters was significantly altered, and the capacity of the courts to offer patronage drastically weakened. For a time, Bhands skilled in the art of the
bahurupiya could earn their living through public
performances, but the popularity of films and now of
television has undercut the support available from the
general populace.

Enid Welsford summarizes the conditions that made
possible the professions of court jester and wandering buffoon in medieval and Renaissance Europe:
“It was the existence of the small cultivated court,
the sharp distinction but close connection between
all classes of society and the comparative rareness
of books which made buffoonery so lucrative and
popular a profession.
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Bahurupiyas are becoming scarcer, but they have not
vanished. Babulal Bhand of Gauri in the Swayambhadpur district travels with two younger members
of his family throughout the Hindi-speaking region
of north India, following “his own sweet will” and
earning 5,000 to 10,000 rupees a year. Babulal claims
that 2,000 to 4,000 people - most of them Bhands or
Naqqals - still earn a substantial part of their income
as bahurupiyas (1982, personal commnication). Of
4
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the more than 4,000 Bhands in Rajasthan listed in
the 1961 census, R.S. Ashiya of the Bharatiya Lok
Kala Mandala estimates that fifty or sixty families
still make a substantial part of their income through
their traditional skills (1983:14). Bhands have taken
up agriculture, government services, and many other
walks of life in order to survive. As members of a
scheduled caste, younger Bhands receive educational
aid. Kesari Singh notes a tendency among the educated youth to despise the traditional work of their
caste: “They regard it as a shameful profession and
feel they should give it up.” This attitude is reinforced by those who regard Bhands and bahurupiyas
as beggars.
In response to the tendency among townspeople to
regard the Bhands as mendicants, Hajari Bhand
speaks with dignity, pride and unconcealed anger:
“I am the Bhand of Rajas and Maharanas. We have
been Bhands for a long time. All my forefathers were
Bhands…I have an allotted area of 460 villages, and
I am respected in all these 460 villages. Everyone
greets me with respect and I greet them with respect
also. I am not a beggar. I am a Bhand. I live in Chittorgarh… Now, after the death of the Maharana, I
have created my own patrons, and I am recognized
and respected by all of these people.”
A BHAND’S LIFE
Hajari Bhand was born in March 1922. He does not
know the exact date, His father, Kaluji, was 46 years
old when Hajari was born, and Hajari’s elder
brother Mohan, was 17 years his senior. His father
performed four or five roles, which he taught Hajari,
but his brother taught him more than his father did.
Hajarai has been largely self-taught, though, and unlike other bahurupiyas, he has never studied under a
guru. Both Kaluji and Mohanji were better known
as experts at bhandai: praising the patron by reciting
verses in his honor, or else, if the occasion called for
it, criticizing, exposing, or ridiculing him in verse.
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Kaluji was also head (patel) of the Bhand community in the Chittorgarh area, and his responsibilities
included keeping discipline within the community
and organizing ritual functions. As Hajari recalls,
“Wherever he went, whatever he did, every sort of
work, two or four hundred people would gather. He
would hold council and they heeded his word. He
would treat everyone with respect.”
Hajari’s grandfather was Moraji Bhand, who
originally lived with his brother Jhoraji in Bhandakakhera - on lands ceded to the Bhands after one of
their number had posed as a holy man and tricked
Maharana Sajan Singh of Udaipur himself into
becoming a disciple (Bhanawat 1974:15). Family
legend has it that Jhoraji became a particular favorite of Maharana Svarup Singh when he appeared
dressed as a golden lion at a shikhara, or hunting
expedition, held by the ruler. Seeing the “lion,”
Svarup Singh shot at Jhora Bhand, who was wearing iron plates on his chest for protection. As Hajari
Bhand tells the story, “The Maharana fired, and the
lion stood up on two legs. As soon as he was hit, he
fell to the ground. After five minutes he stood up
again. Then he declared, ‘I am Jhora, Bhand!’ The
Raja cried out, ‘He is killed! How did he get here
as a lion?”’ Jhora Bhand was smeared with animal
blood. He had a glass bullet in his hand and showed
it to the hunt master. Finally, he removed his disguise
and revealed himself, saying, “I fooled you, and now
I am your Bhand.” He was given about 200 bighas of
land (about 120 acres) near Mandal, in the Bhilwara
district.
This event took place in the mid-19th century, beginning a long association of Hajari Bhand’s family
with the highest courts of Mewar. During the rule of
Maharana Fateh Singh, Moraji brought his family to
Chittorgarh, while Jhoraji’s family moved to nearby
Bassi, where the local zamindars gave them more fertile land. Every year during the Navaratri festivities
preceding Dasahara, members of Kaluji Bhand’s
5
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family, along with other Bhands, would appear at
the darbar of the Maharana of Mewar at Udaipur
- a custom Hajari continued until recently. During
the rest of the year, ten families of Bhands would
alternate attendance at the Maharana’s Court, but
the Bhands of Chittorgarh were regarded as particular favorites of the Maharana (Bhanawat 1974:
15-16). Silver coins were placed on lances and given
to the Bhands as payment for a good joke or comic
routine. During the Navaratri visits, Hajari would
receive up to 1,000 rupees in addition to costumes,
food, emergency funds to meet specific needs, and,
occasionally, more land. At other times, the Maharana would visit their area and the Chittorgarh
Bhands would come to entertain. They also worked
under the patronage of the local Rajputs of the
Bassi and Chittorgarh areas, gave occasional public
performances, and were engaged by temples to play
gods in religious processions.
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“The bahurupiya Ramchandra dressed up as a
crocodile and plunged into the lake. Someone
cried, ‘Oh, where has this beast come from? Bring a
gun, someone!’ By the time they brought the gun the
crocodile had dived back into the lake, letting only
its snout stick out. As soon as the people handed the
gun to the Maharana, the crocodile said, ‘I am the
bahurupiya Ramchandra from Jaipur!’” The officer
in charge of entertainment praised Ramchandra’s
bravery, derided the Bhands of Chittorgarh as having little talent or imagination, and challenged them
to appear in a novel disguise or return to Chittorgarh in shame.

Owing to his evident skills in mimicry, young Hajari
was chosen to represent his family. “The next day,
I disguised myself as a demon (raksasa) first of all. I
went among the crowd and many men and women
were really frightened. Next, I dressed as a pregnant
Pinjari (a woman who cards unspun cotton). I went
In 1936, at the age of 14, Hajari was married to the before the Raja and said, ‘Oh, what has happened
daughter of a Bhand from Indore. He had started
to me! You, Bhupal Singhji, you have deprived me
living with her when he was 15 in the house where
of my honor!’” As Bhupal Singh tried to conceal
he still lives. At about this time, Hajari began to
his laughter with a handkerchief, Hajari pointed to
perform as a bahurupiya, first in supporting roles
the Maharana, who had been crippled by polio as a
and then for a year under the patronage of the
youth, and addressed the crowd: “That one, sitting
Thakur of Bhatyankakhera. Each day he would go
there, even though he can’t walk a step, he still got
to the Thakur’s house to eat, and while there he also me pregnant!” Bhupal Singh seems to have been
started to learn from the Thakur the art of bone set- delighted at this flattering abuse. “So Bhupal Singhji
ting, which he still practices.
gave me 125 rupees and said, ‘You did a sang which
made us convulse with laughter. Now don’t do this
When he was 17, Hajari Bhand came to the court
any longer.’ The Maharana was choked with laughof Maharana Bhupal Singh at Udaipur. While at the ter, and he told them, ‘Give them 125 rupees and
court, a famous bahurupiya from Jaipur, Ramchan- give them good food and treat them well.”’
dra, arrived. Ramchandra was not a Bhand, but a
Brahman who went from court to court practicing
Young Hajari was not through, however. He disthe art of the bahurupiya. His paraphernalia and
guised himself next as a Gaduliya, an itinerant
costumes filled an entire railway baggage car. At
maker and vendor of ironwares whose caste claims
Udaipur, Hajari saw him win great favor and two
descent from Rajput blacksmiths and sword smiths
hands full of silver rupees by pretending to be a
of ancient Chittorgarh - a claim that the ksatriya
crocodile in the palace lake, frightening and delight- castes deny and resent. His account of his work in
ing the Maharana. This is how Hajari tells the story: this disguise further illustrates how a Bhand exer
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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come to the palace dressed in those things. I went
dressed in them and he said, ‘Now you look like a
Rajput.’ Then I said, ‘Kama dhani - excuse me,
Your Highness,’ and went back home.” Hajari
remained a great favorite with Bhupal Singh, and
over the years until his death in 1955, Bhupal Singh
rewarded and encouraged Hajari’s talents by giving him money, a ceremonial sword, and costumes
valued at over 20,000 rupees.
Hajari still visits some of his former patrons, such as
the Thakur of Orli, Kalyan Singh, and Rawat 		
Kesari Singh, now the elected mayor of Bassi. They
express great affection for him and invite him to
perform at family weddings and other gatherings. As
recently as 1971, Hajari dressed his large family as
a group of Bhil tribals and entertained the present
Maharana Pramukh of Udaipur, Bhagwat Singh.
The grateful descendant of the Maharanas rewarded Hajari with 400 rupees. Still, Bhagwat Singh
does not share the passion of his ancestors for the
Bhands’ jokes, disguises, and comic turns, and in any
case, he does not command his ancestors’ treasury
(G.L. Sharma 1983, personal communication).

The Bherujogi’s vesh is a well-fed and wondrously beneficient pied piper
cised his privilege and flirted with disfavor in or
der to gain greater favor. After many obscene puns
about furnishing the assembled lords with iron tools,
Hajari shouted out, “I am a Gaduliya. I am one of
your ancestors.” As he continues the story, “I said I
was a Rajput and shouted all the time. Some two,
three people tried to stop my mouth, but the Maharana was very pleased. They said, ‘Don’t shout!
We’ll give you whatever you demand.’ The next day
the Maharana gave me a reward of 250 rupees. He
said the Bhands of Chittorgarh may freely come
to the court.” Hajari had successfully gauged his
patron’s sense of humor, and his daring had won
him favor. Before the stay was over, he had also
performed as a washerwoman, an Afghani aphrodisiac salesman, a shepherd, and a dancing girl.
Ramchandra, defeated in competition by the young
Bhand, offered Hajari’s father 1300 rupees a month
if he would turn the boy over to him. Kaluji Bhand
refused this offer, and Bhupal Singh gave Hajari 600
more rupees in appreciation of his skill and heaped
gifts of clothing upon him. “Then he told me to

With the dwindling of royal patronage after Inde
pendence, Hajari Bhand has had to rely more on
village audiences and especially the merchant
castes for support. Despite the spectacular success
at Bhupal Singh’s court, the Bhands of Chittorgarh
had anticipated this problem, and by the time Hajari
Bhand was 20 years old, he, his brother Mohan, and
a neighbor, Champalal Bhand, had begun to perform publicly in the villages. Eventually, their travels
included villages in the Udaipur, Kapesan, Bhilwara,
and Chittorgarh areas and ranged as far as Bhanswara, 120 kilometers away, creating a circuit of
460 villages. These villages were shared out among
six families of Bhands working out of Chittorgarh,
while another 250 villages were allotted to a group
of Bhands from Devli. Sometimes, villages would be
alternated from year to year between cooperating
7
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families, and family members would be assigned to
play their veshes at specific villages. In the event that
a bahurupiya performed his veshes in a place as
signed to another, he would have to pay a share of
his earnings to the person whose territory he had infringed upon. This practice seems to be less in force
now, as fewer Bhands are working in the villages.
In any case, Hajari did not need to seek permission
to enter the villages we visited, since his high status
within the community exempted him from these
restrictions.
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throughout the district. When arriving at a new
place, he found accommodation at a caste member’s
home, a dharamsala (public guest house), or sometimes with the local nobility. In a small village,
Hajari Bhand usually performed two veshes a day,
one in the morning and one in the afternoon. In
large towns, a single vesh might take all day. His stay
in a village would ordinarily last one or two weeks.
As he performed from shop to shop and door-todoor, he accepted payment offered by onlookers,
and also kept a ledger recording the names of shopowners and householders he entertained. At the end
As Hajari grew older, sometimes one or two children of his stay, he usually appeared in the disguise of a
from his growing family would accompany him for
moneylender, or Bania, and collected from those he
veshes involving more than one character. Other
had entertained, marking the amounts of payment
times, he would perform with his brother, Mohan.
in his record book. Those entertained are expected
Most of the time, however, he traveled alone, leaving to give something, be it money, rice, wheat, corn or
bundles of costumes at relatives’ houses scattered
other in-kind payment according to the season. He
estimates that the income from touring half the year
amounted to 3,000 to 4,000 rupees.
After a 12-year apprenticeship, Hajari Bhand
earned the right to wear the costume obtained
During his travels, Hajari kept expanding his reperfrom a Bherujogi
tory, picking up ideas from other wandering mimics and inventing new roles based on people he
observed in the courts, towns, and villages. “Where
I could, I learned, and where I couldn’t learn, I
taught.” Often, he built up characters by observing
real-life models over extended periods of time. He
tells of attaching himself to a Muslim Fakir for two
weeks in order to study his ways. The lengths he
might go to in order to master a new role, as well as
his adventurous spirit, are shown in his acquisition
of the costume of a Behru Jogi, a mendicant Hindu
holy man. After approaching a Behru Jogi about obtaining the costume, he was told that he must wear it
for one hour a day for twelve years without accepting money before he could earn the right to use it
in his work. “Twelve years long, I wore the costume
every morning for one hour. While I was acting the
role, people would give me flowers and money, but
I didn’t accept anything from them. If a flower was
given, I gave it to the dogs, and if money was given,
I distributed it to children.” After this long appren
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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ticeship, Hajari Bhand not only acquired the right to
use the costume as a bahurupiya but also “the spiritual powers (siddhi) of a Bheru Jogi.” Hajari once
put on the costume to face down a local practitioner
of black magic who had threatened a relative of
his, drawing a protective circle around the intended
victim. He believes that the powers accruing from
his disciplined apprenticeship with this costume have
helped him gain respect and relative prosperity. “In
its name, I am earning my living and working as a
bahurupiya.”
Hajari Bhand’s life has not been spent entirely on
the road or at royal courts. He is a leader of the
Bhand community in Chittorgarh, has been married
twice, and has fathered 13 children - the youngest
being four years old. Hajari’s first wife died when he
was 24. He was remarried to a daughter of Ambalalji Bhand of Jaipur, a Bhand noted for his poetic
skills. Of his two children by his first wife and eleven
by his second, nine sons and one daughter are still
alive. To support this large family and supplement
his earnings as a bahurupiya, Hajari Bhand super
vises cultivation of the family lands (now ten bighas).
He also earns additional income from assisting with
make-up at school plays and “fancy-dress” competitions. Most importantly - and quite apart from his
work as a bahurupiya - he also practices as a bonesetter, and his house is frequently visited by people
who have broken, sprained, or dislocated a limb.
After being introduced to this skill by the Thakur of
Bhatyankakhera, he developed it while achieving
distinction as an amateur wrestler. He does not accept cash payments for his services, but through the
years, grateful patients and their parents have given
him goats, cows, and building materials. He also performs frequently in the streets of Chittorgarh. Here,
Hajari Bhand does not need to keep a record book.
Well-known by the local merchants, he collects his
fees twice a year, at the holidays of Divali and Holi.

Hajari Bhand as a police officer
gods and goddesses, or they may appear
on their own accord. As a younger man, Hajari appeared on Divali as the goddess Lakshmi. He now
considers himself too old to successfully perform this
vesh, and during our stay he substituted portrayals
of Hanuman and Shiva. On the Muslim holiday of
Eid, Hajari dresses as a Muslim Fakir, and gently
satirizes these holy beggars, collecting at least 500
rupees from the amused celebrants. Both Muslim
and Hindu Bhands often perform this vesh on Eid:
there seems to be no sacrilege or resentment felt by
the Muslim community regarding Hajari’s comic
portrayal nor by the Hindu community when Muslim Bhands portray Hindu deities.
In addition to performing from shop to shop in
towns and villages, Bhands appear as invited or
uninvited guests at the weddings of the wealthy
merchant castes, which have taken over (to an extent) the patronage of the Bhands. While Babulal
Bhand most frequently appears at such an occasion
as a Bania, making jokes about the merchant caste’s
historical involvement with usury and about the
new couple’s coming economic plights, Hajari usually goes dressed as a policeman. He starts from his
home already disguised as an officer; often commandeering bus rides along the way. “Sometimes a

Festival occasions are important workdays for bahurupiyas. Bhands may be hired by temples to represent
9
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policeman shakes hands with me. Sometimes even a
police inspector shakes hands. ‘Where have you
come from?’ he says, ‘Where have you been transferred from?’ ‘I’ve been transferred from Durgapur.’” In this manner, he makes his way to the
wedding festivities, sometimes revealing the joke and
sometimes not. “Then I address the people of the
wedding party. I frighten and threaten people. ‘Hey
mister! What do you think you’re doing?’ ‘Oh no,
Sir. I’m not doing anything.’ ‘Remove this bus from
here! Ho, where is the license for this vehicle?’ ‘We
don’t have all of the necessary papers.”’ At times,
Hajari Bhand will encounter a real policeman at the
wedding. “I tell him, ‘The number on your belt is
upside down.’ He corrects the belt and salutes me.”
At large receptions, he may invoke a public law designed to control rebellious political gatherings and
order the reception disbanded. “I call the bridegroom’s father and ask him: ‘How many persons
have you assembled here?’ ‘150 persons, Sir.’ ‘Why
did you assemble 150 persons? The government’s
law does not allow that. The law allows only 51
persons to assemble for a feast. Why have you done
this?’ ‘Oh Sir, we’ll never do it again.”’ As protests
mount, angry words are exchanged and bribes offered, he reveals his disguise and collects liberal fees
from the relieved relatives.
Hajari recognizes that fewer and fewer Bhands are
now able to sustain themselves by the traditional
skills of their caste, and he has exerted no pressure
on his children to take up his work. Although many
of them are still quite young, so far only one of
Hajari’s sons, Janakilal, has taken up the work of the
bahurupiya, and his activities are limited to festival
days. In Bhilwara, where he works in a flour mill to
make ends meet, Janakilal Bhand usually performs
for 20 days during the Divali season, six days during
Holi, and occasionally travels to Maheshvari weddings.
Although he sometimes regrets the drying-up of
royal patronage, Hajari enjoys working the village
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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crowds. He is regarded with great affection, and
mentioning his name evokes smiles, anecdotes, and
words of appreciation for his skills as a comic artist and his standing in the larger community. Hajari
says that when he was a young man he was offered a
contract for performing in Bombay’s then fledgling
film industry. Taking his father’s advice, he turned
down the offer. He has no regrets.
THE ART OF BHANDAI
The ability to give both flattering praise and stinging
abuse was central to a Bhand’s skills. Both the praise
and the abuse are referred to by the generic term,
bhandai. Bhanda is praising a patron might be given
as a salutation or as an expression of gratitude. The
formula for these bhandais involves naming valued
ancestors, praising the patron’s worth, and proffering
blessings on the patron and his family. These encomiums are often lavish in hyperbolic praise. This is a
bhandai Hajari Bhand composed and recited in our
presence of one of his traditional patrons, Kalyan
Singh, Thakur of Orli:
Oh Sir, you are the protector of the earth, like
Chhatrapati Shivaji! The whole earth becomes
free and their bonds are broken the moment
they look at you! You are like Mahadev in ap
pearance, and all baseness flees at a single
glance from you! You are more liberal in charity and braver in warfare than any other! You
can transform a worthless shell into a jewel
worth hundreds of thousands of rupees; such
is your worth-enhancing power! This village of
Orli where you Rathors rule is like heaven on
earth. May God keep you happy forever!
The whole world knows that you are like an incarnation of God. Your name is known everywhere in the universe. . . .May your illustrious
Rathor family shine like the sun! Hajari Bhand
will go on singing your virtues forever.

10
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lord, may I never again seek even a grain of
corn or a bundle of grass from you!
In these appeals to magic power for vengeance on
an ungrateful patron, the Bhands stand as living
examples of a satiric tradition that stretches beyond
the wandering bards of Ireland (who were credited
with rhyming rats and, sometimes, Kings to death)
all the way to Archilochus, whose poetic invective
was said to have driven King Lycambes to his death
(Elliott 1960:3-48). It is interesting to note that while
the Bhand’s identity and profession is usually defined
in secular terms, Hajari Bhand-in learning the skills
of bone setting and in earning the right to the Bheru
Hajari Band makes up with his son, Janakilal Jogi’s spiritual powers - has independently taken
Band, as a Gaduliya and Gadia Lohari (itener- upon himself some of the functions and qualities of
ant blacksmiths and iron ware vendors)
the shaman or wizard. Paradoxically, still another
link with the traditional procedures of sacred magic
Your household estates are like those of a Lord may be seen in the use of blatant obscenity in the
of the Earth. Your heart is large and generimagery of this bhandai that Hajari once used to
ous. Oh Kalyan Singh, you are peerless on this upbraid a Thakur for his lack of generosity:
earth. Many people come to you with prayers
for help in distress and thousands stand in
Thakur saheeb, rajputi (the courage and benevattendance for you. You are lord of the earth,
olence of the Rajputs) is no more. It has gone
ocean of mercy, and giver of food to us all!
far beyond the seas. All virtuous Rajputs have
been cooked to death in a whore’s fart. Poor
While these paeans of flattering praise could be exrajputi moves about, crying, “Where should I
treme, the abuse of a Bhand who had been offended go now? Everywhere I wander, I see nothing
was to be feared. A Hindi proverb singles out “the
but prostitutes’ legs spread wide!”
rage of a widow, a Bhand, and a bull” as being
awesome to behold (Crooke 1896 1:258). SomeThe use of graphically obscene imagery is made all
times, this anger could take the form of withering
the more shocking and effective by its juxtaposition
curses aimed at an offending patron. Hajari gave
with rajputi, a chivalric code of values that traditionthis example:
ally operates as an unwritten standard of ethics for
the Rajput castes. In further upbraiding and insultOh patron, may you have a long life. But may
ing the ungenerous Thakur, Hajari Bhand continues
you be blind in both of your eyes. May you
to make use of this normative frame of values:
travel forth to foreign lands and be set upon
there by thieves and robbers. May all your 32
You are a Rajput. I came to your door to ask
teeth get broken, just as you near your door.
for your patronage, but you didn’t even offer
May you be sent to jail and rot there for life
me water. You are the resident Thakur. A fortuafter life. May the ominous swallow-wort and
nate man worth two, three, or four lakhs
acacia trees grow outside of your home. Oh my
11
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(hundreds of thousands of rupees), and still
you don’t invite me for a little food. What sort
of Thakur are you? You and your kind are not
Thakurs, but the thieves and swindlers of the
world. And if the Thakurani had given birth to
a real Thakur, he would have looked quite different from you!
More frequently, abuse in a critical bhandai was
clothed in wit. Kesari Singh says that court ministers would sometimes try to withhold payment to a
Bhand that had been promised by a Raja, but they
did this at the risk of being made a laughingstock in
front of the court. The following bhandai in Hajari
Bhand’s repertory is an example of the kind of
abuse such a minister would risk:
Your father is a great slave. Your son is nothing
but a slave. And your uncle is a slave to paupers. Your brother is a slave to beggars. Your
maternal uncle is a slave to men with monkey
shows. Your elder brother wears the sky for his
clothes. Your brother-in-law is a slave to fools.
Your son-in-law is a slave to jogis. This is the
kind of family you come from, and you have
only increased their baseness. And now I have
lost my own honor as a Bhand by requesting
money from the likes of you!
In the rough and tumble of court life, the Bhand’s
skills at abusive rhetoric could be turned to sport.
Sometimes a Bhand would be threatened with the
loss of all he had earned if he could not make the
Raja laugh, and Hajari Bhand remembers his brother finally winning such a dare by cleverly and outrageously abusing the Raja himself. Motilal Kemmu,
who has worked for many years with the Bhands
of Kashmir, tells of a mean-spirited Raja who was
blind in one eye from battle and threatened a Bhand
with death if he could not make him laugh. After
going through his entire comic repertory, the desperate Bhand went up to the King and whispered in his
ear: “Why don’t you laugh, you blind bastard?” The
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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King roared in appreciation of this mention of a taboo subject and handsomely rewarded the fortunate
Bhand (1981, personal communication).
As use of the ethical framework of rajputi in addressing the ungenerous Thakur suggests, the
bhandai could extend beyond sport or leverage for
payment in its significance. Kesari Singh notes that
the acerbic remarks of the Bhand were often warranted, and that a wise Raja would listen carefully
for words of warning and wisdom in the privileged
man’s jibes. “Some very courageous Bhands used
to point out to the Rajas where they were mistaken
and what their wrong actions were. Clever or wise
Rajas would never get angry with them, but would
reward their service. Some unwise Rajas, at times
they would get angry and turn them out of their
kingdom. Such things also happened.” It is startling
for those familiar with Renaissance drama to discover such close cousins to Calderon’s graciosos and
Shakespeare’s wise fools still alive in this century.
Hajari Bhand now recites bhandais for generous
patrons among the merchant castes in the same
manner as he did for his royal providers, sometimes
even retaining titles appropriate for Rajputs. Thus,
the generous payment of cash and a turban by a
merchant at Divali was greeted as follows:
Oh Bhandari Raja, you are merciful to the poor
and a most lucky King of Kings. Oh great and
fortunate Raja, you have brought renown to
your family and land. You are like a supreme
ruler of the world and your heart is as kind as
that of King Hamir. Oh Bhandari Raja, you are
incomparable on this earth and there are no
limits to your charity. So many persons stand
before you, putting forth their requests, begging
for alms and help. Thousands of people stand
ready to execute your orders. May the goddess
Lakshmi and the god Satyanarayan keep you
happy and prosperous. Oh World-Renowned,
may you bathe in milk and prosper in children, as a fortunate King of Kings.
12
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Sometimes the concerns of the merchants form an
odd mix with the formulaic compliments and good
wishes traditionally extended to royal patrons.
You also are a fortunate King of Kings. May
you also swim in milk and prosper in progeny.
May the goddess Lakshmi keep your coffers
and stores perennially filled to the full. May
you make a net saving of 35 lakhs rupees in the
coming year! Oh Master of the World, Bestower of Food and Sustainer of the Poor, I, your
Bhand, have come to the door of your palace!
If the merchant class has inherited the flattering
praise offered to generous royalty, however, they
have also become vulnerable to the sarcasm and
humiliation that can be caused by a Bhand who feels
himself slighted. “Raising the bhandai” against a
wealthy merchant who has refused payment heaps
embarrassment upon the merchant and his entire
family. Hajari told a story that exemplifies this power
of the Bhands to enforce their means of livelihood:
“In our Chittorgarh, ____ (an influential merchant)
once stopped our being invited to weddings. Four
or five of us made a decision. We all gathered and
formed a procession. We made Onkarji Bhand ride
a donkey, while my brother disguised himself as a
witch. We went to the marketplace. All the members
of the merchant community gathered there, and
asked us: ‘What are you doing?’ ‘I am ____’s mother, I am a witch!’ We were using a shoe as a fan,
and Onkarji Bhand was wearing a shoe instead of
a bridegroom’s crown. Like that, we passed through
the market.” In these costumes, they arrived in front
of the wealthy merchant’s house and began to hurl
curses against him, adding the following ill wishes to
the recycled curses already cited:

Hajari Bhand as a Bania- wholesaler and
moneylender
And now this one of us has become a witch in
order to take your wife from you and so that
you may never enjoy life again. As I have said
this, so may it be!
The merchant stayed at home for five days, ashamed
by his public abuse. The women begged him to pay
off the Bhands, and finally his caste relations gave
the Bhands their fees and assured them that they
would always be welcome at Maheshvari weddings.
At times, bhandais can be pointedly satiric, exposing the skeletons in family closets. One Bania who
refused to allow payment to Hajari Bhand and his
family at a wedding was reputed to have slept with
his son’s wife and fathered a child. Adapting the vesh
that had won him such favor with Maharana Bhupal
Singh, Hajari dressed as a pregnant peasant woman
and came up to the man in public. He acused him
of being the father of the child “she” was carrying,
and made not-so-veiled references to the money-

Lord of the Earth, may you never get food or
wife, and may your cattle starve for want of
fodder! You are killing us, the poor and needy
people. May you never enjoy well-being in life!
13
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lender’s extra-commercial exploits. Although this
practice is now rare and the Bhands’ power has
declined with the weakening of the feudal order,
Komal Kothari, director of the Rupayan Sansthan
Institute, says that in extreme instances Bhands can
still make it difficult to marry daughters in families
known to have incurred their wrath and scorn for
fear of the scurrilous abuse that might be offered by
the uninvited guests at such weddings (1981, personal communication).
ON THE ROAD: THE ARTISTRY OF A BAHURUPIYA
In discussing the criteria for a good vesh, Hajari
Bhand stresses care in costuming and make-up, accuracy in the choice of details, and the clear presentation of a character type recognizable to the audience. Before presenting a role publicly, he consults
first his looking glass and then his wife and family.
His costumes and properties - his huge coconutshell begging bowl, for example - are frequently
purchased from people he has studied. His mastery
of dialects and accents, ranging from the rough
vernacular of a Pathan street vendor to the polished
speech of a Hindi speaking doctor, is particularly
impressive. Mohan Singh Shaktawat and Tulsinath
Dabhai of the Udaipur Palace testify that his characterizations were so accurate that he would often
go unrecognized at the palace until he revealed his
true identity. He enjoys testing the truthfulness of
his portrayals by circulating among those he imitates
without being detected, and once he infiltrated a
group of Gaduliyas sent to Chittorgarh fort for an
audience with Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. He
was selected as one of the spokesmen before revealing himself as a bahurupiya.
Even in his public veshes, where it would be difficult
and eventually self-defeating to disguise his identity
for long, Hajari often goes out of his way to play to
members of the caste or social group he is mimicking. Thus, his iron vendor will call out to female
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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smiths of the Gaduliya caste with the peculiar falling
inflections typical of Gaduliya intonation, and his
garrulous Banjara will seek out members of other
castes involved with cattle droving:
Good morning, brother, where are you from?
Kanore? How far’s Kanore from here? Are
these young bullocks yours or not? Brother,
we’ll meet again if we manage to stay alive.
What’s the certainty of this life? Any minute,
your breath might stop coming out. What’s the
going rate for salt around here?
More complex is his portrayal of a wealthy Marwari
money-lender and wholesaler, commonly referred
to as a Bania, while collecting for his services as a
Bhand from the Maheshvari merchants.

The Gaduliya hawks non-existent iron ware
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Hajari Band dresses as a Muslim holy man,
the Fakir
Hello shopkeeper, which village do you come
from? What? You’re a Babil? I’m a Porwal. I
live in Jaipur. All your accounts with me have
to be cleared. Your grandfather took goods
on credit and hasn’t paid me yet. What’s the
matter with you? Laughing won’t work. You’ll
have to pay me anyway. Tell me, where should
I throw these account books? In a well or in a
trough? You tell me where. Remember when
you asked me for credit? Oh no, you ask the
price of chilies later. First settle your accounts!
Wool-vested, a red account book under his arm,
the sign of Vishnu on his forehead, and a fine patterned turban wrapped immaculately around his
head, Hajari goes from store to store threatening to
charge four percent monthly interest on imaginary
accounts. He complains about the dwindling honor
among the merchants of Chittorgarh as shown by
their lack of zeal in paying their Divali “debts” and
cites sometimes exaggerated information on the
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wealth and earnings of specific merchants being
dunned for payment: “You are very rich, too, running those cinema houses. Your son-in-law owns a
cinema at Kapasan. Your father has been honored
by Maharana Bhupal Singh himself and you are
very well off yourself. No wealthy man can ever
compare with you!” The accuracy of his impersonation of the Maheshvari moneylender makes this
public dunning potentially tense, but usually good
humor prevails. Sometimes in his banter, Hajari
Bhand will make sport of a familiar merchant, inventing comical failings: “What should I do? Make
up for past losses with future profits? We have always
been kind, even though we have lakhs of rupees.
And Sethiji, you too are very well off in every respect, except in education. The only thing causing
us losses and trouble now is your illiteracy!” Shop by
shop, he incites laughter, pockets small amounts of
money for his past services, and stops his patter only
to salute long-standing generous patrons with bhandais of flattering praise or to share a cup of tea.
The specificity of Rajasthani dress and speech patterns, together with the public nature of much of
Rajasthani life, helps Hajari to create easily recognizable character types. Working in the hurly burly
of Rajasthani streets and marketplaces, he must
first attract attention - “make a scene.” Itinerant
vendors hawking their wares are particularly suitable for large crowds, since they also must attract
and hold the attention of the milling public. Hajari
builds comically on the extroverted behavior natural
to these vendors. In these publicly performed sangs,
laughter is even more important than accuracy.
“Sixty percent comedy, forty percent accuracy” was
a formula Hajari once offered us - with a huge grin
that belied its mathematical precision. The garrulous old Banjara mixes the street cries of the salt
seller with his humorous homilies, and the Gaduliya
alternates between hawking non-existent bits of
ironware and making sexual puns about iron tools
or offering to fix up a shopkeeper’s worn-out bottom
with a good copper nail.
15
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to go the whole night long! Take it at night and
you can ring those chimes in the day! Would
you take it from a Pathan? Strong like a horse,
quick like a peacock, powerful like a bull!
This’ll make you so hot that you won’t even
want to leave your bed! Genuine hing! Just one
tola and you’ll keep it up all night! Stiff and
steady all through the night like a Pathan! Four
rupees a tola! Look yours is longer already!
The hing vendor’s salacious patter, repeated with
variations and with more and more asides to audience members, creates a highly charged field of
energy and short-circuits all sense of propriety. It
thereby opens up future possibilities for a playful
“putting on” of the conglomerate of attitudes and
attributes that constitute Rajasthani culture and creates an aura of expectation and appreciation for the
sangs that are to follow.
Hajari Bhand as a Doctor
Like vendors, religious mendicants must also call atThe first vesh that Hajari performs in a new town or tention to themselves in public. Imitating these holy
village is usually that of a Pathan selling asafoetida,
beggars gives the bahurupiya the opportunity to play
or hing - a bitter powder used in cooking and in
with the ways in which sacred and secular values
medicine that is believed to kill germs, cure toothinterface each other in Rajasthani life. Although
aches, and restore sexual vigor. Wearing white legHajari Bhand takes the powers of his Bheru Jogi’s
gings (salvars) and a bright orange turban wrapped
vesh seriously, the figure cut is that of a jovial mediin the Pathan manner, Hajari accosts people in a
cant moving through seas of grinning and shouting
broad Afghani accent and uses the stereotype of the children like some well-fed and wondrously bePathan as a rough, proud, and bawdy individual in
neficent pied piper. He shouts out praises to Shiva
order to aggressively move out into the public, assess like a divine fool: “Bom, bom, bom! Bole Nath! Jai
their mood and humor, and announce his presence
Shankara! Hail to Lord Shiva!” His Muslim Fakir
as a performer:
is similarly jovial, but his good nature and touch of
divine joyfulness and grace is accompanied by an
The strength of horses, the quickness of peaappreciation for cash contributions, thus creating
cocks, the power of a bull can all be yours! I’ve good-humored satire. Hajari moves about, accosting
got hing! Pathani hing, Pishori hing, Peshawari the crowd wearing a black dhoti and kurta, a black
hing! Four rupees a tola! Excellent hing! Try it
Muslim hat, a huge black mustache, heads around
once and you’ll never forget it! A taste of this
his neck and earrings in his ears. He carries an
hing and man becomes young and virile again! animal skin to sleep on, a set of tongs (chimta) to use
You’ll ring those chimes at night like a glorious as a noisemaker and for defense, and his all-purpose
bell! Yes, my man, this hing comes straight
coconut-shell begging bowl:
from Peshawar! Take some and you’ll be ready
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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this prosperous holy man announces that he has
come with 350 other sadhus from Ayodhya on their
way to Rameshwar. “Get ready,” he warns, “there
are hungry and thirsty sadhus in your village
here. Devotees of God must be well looked after by
the people.” And so,he adds, must their 350 cows.
“And we’ve got a few elephants with us, too!”
This satiric strain, directed against the hypocrisy,
greed, and overbearing pride of the wealthy and
powerful, is also found playing beneath the mimicking of the Bania, the police officer, a doctor who
suggests removal of vital organs and sexual abstinence, and a sanctimonious Congress Party politician. Though satire rarely dominates, it surfaces
often, as, for example, when the Gaduliya mentions
that people call his caste vagrants and beggars because they sleep in wagons, whereas “the real beggars are the bureaucrats who live in their new houses
built with the money of the poor.”

Preparing for the Pagal (village madman)
vesh

Hajari Bhand not only portrays and sometimes
satirizes holy men; he also represents the deities
themselves. Thus, within a tradition that may relate
back to the origins of mimetic performance in India,
he represents Hanuman, Kali, Shiva - and, when he
was younger, Lakshmi - in non-comic veshes frequently given on religious holidays. For Hanuman,
he uses a papier-mâché Ramlila mask, along with a
great deal of red dye, a “tail” improvised from materials about the house, and a picture of Rama and
Sita cut from a calendar at his home and glued to his
chest. He leaps and shouts “Sri Ram!” as he moves
through the Divali market, animating the vision of
Hanuman generated by calendars, comic books, and
popular religious films. His Shiva glides through the
market in a jovial, ecstatic state, blessing goods and
people, accepting alms, and dancing joyfully outside
of the Shiva lingam and shrine in downtown Chit
torgarh. This affinity of the fool with the divine
manifests itself around the world. The privilege of
the fool to rail and satirize is surely related to these
touches of divine grace.

Good health to you and your children, too! I’ll
take alms only if you wish to give alms. Money
jangles and returns to the giver! I need my fare
to get to Ajmer! He who gives alms buys good
health for his family! Oh, Ali! Oh, Haider! Partridges and pigeons, beware the cannon!
He who renounces money is granted salvation! Oh, Ali! Oh, Haider! Bless all of you and
your children, too! Send me a paisa (coin) and
a handkerchief edged with gold! I’ll take alms
only if you want to give alms! Partridges and
cows, never ride a wild horse! Give unasked
in the name of God! I need my fare to get to
Ajmer! He who remembers God prospers and
he who forgets God finds ruin! Oh, Ali, send
me alms! And make these foreigners here my
disciples. I won’t go without alms!
Less ambivalent in its satiric play with religiosity is
Hajari Bhand’s depiction of a wealthy Khakiji Sadhu. Amidst invocations to Rama and Narasimha,
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The ecstatic quality associated with divinities has its
darker, demonic side, as well. Several middle-aged
men told us of childhood nightmares occasioned by
seeing a bahurupiya as Kali or as a raksasa. Divine
inspiration also finds its disturbing and sometimes
cruelly comic counterpoint within the bahurupiya’s
repertory in the portrayal of secular madness. The
madman, or pagal, who calls attention to himself
through his own eccentric looks and behavior is a
familiar figure in India. Hajari portrays a variety of
such characters, adding touches of poignancy and
comic zest to his professional fool’s enactment of the
natural fool’s behavior. Thus, one such fool sits in
the middle of the street with blood pouring from his
head, pounding rocks together, breaking into manic
laughter, and repeatedly shouting out doggerel verse:
“Come children, come! Come on out to play! I’ve
found a white pebble, made of Pushkar clay!”
Another portrayal of madness occurs in a two-person sang based on the Persian story of Laila and
Majnun. Majnun, a poor young man, falls in love
with Laila, a princess. Though love may care little
for such distinctions, societies do, and the lovers
are not allowed to marry. Majnun goes mad and
spends his life crying out for his lost love, haunted
by her memory, searching for her everywhere. In
the performance, the specter of Laila is played by a
young performer; often a son or apprentice of the
bahurupiya, and Majnun carries the dialogue. With
Janakilal playing Laila, Hajari cried out for her up
and down the street, reached for her in the crowd,
tore his clothes into shreds, beat his breast with rocks
so hard he couldn’t perform for two days after, and
“mistakenly” embraced bicycles commandeered
from shops and children pulled from the audience,
combining melodramatic passion with a Quixotelike single-mindedness: “I cry Laila, Laila in the
wilderness. Laila haunts my mind, day and night!
Where should I look for my Laila? Laila! Oh, Laila!
I am ruined for Laila, gone mad for her, drunk with
the thought of her! Laila!”
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan

The Kanjari-an aging thief and prostitute-is a
non-stop talker.
Real private affairs often spill out into public space
in Rajasthan, and because Hajari Bhand’s home is
next to the old police station in Chittorgarh, he has
witnessed many such events. He takes advantage of
this in a number of veshes, particularly those involving women. The role of the pregnant Pinjari played
before Bhupal Singh and used to expose a philandering merchant is also adapted as a street routine
which humorously blames dignified merchants as
the father, calling out for public assistance in collecting support payments, and threatening to give birth
in the street. Kesari Singh expresses particular admiration for both the veracity and comic skill of
Hajari’s portrayal of a Karjari woman seeking
money from the crowd, claiming police brutality,
and flirting outrageously with those who will stop to
listen. From a caste traditionally notorious as prostitutes, thieves, and repeated criminal offenders (O.P.
Joshi 1982, personal communication), Hajari’s Kan
18
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jari is a non-stop talker. She pleads, cajoles, protests
innocence, and plays upon the audience’s sympathy with a glint of humor in her eyes. The laughter
generated comes from delight in the play with sexual
identity, exploitation of the stereotypical behavior
associated with a traditional outlaw caste, satirical
allusions to police brutality, and by-play with individual audience members:
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WIFE: Lovely language you’re using in front of
everyone in the middle of the market!
GADULIYA: How dare you interrupt when I’m
speaking?
WIFE: You don’t want me to sell any goods?
GADULIYA: Sell goods! Goods are sold by men,
not women!
WIFE: Oh, if a woman shouldn’t shout to sell goods,
maybe she should stuff a pestle in her mouth!
GADULIYA: What’s that about a pestle?! Still
shouting! I’ll brand you yet! Have you seen my tool?
WIFE: Watch out for your tool, it’s blunt!
GADULIYA: You want me to sharpen my tool?
Have you felt it lately? If you go to another man, I’ll
get another wife. Shopkeeper, the rains have failed,
we’re out of fodder, the children need food. How
can I feed them when all she thinks of is clothing
and jewelry?
WIFE: Are you going to buy me a skirt or not?
GADULIYA: See how she shouts!

We’re innocent, sir, but the officer has broken
every bone in my husband’s body. We don’t
steal, sir, we’re just camping in the neighborhood. We get by begging scraps of food. We
keep little puppies and calves, sit, we don’t
steal. And then the officer comes wearing his
shorts and takes away my husband. The sergeant has broken every bone in my husband’s
body, sit. My daughter, my mother-in-law,
her daughter, they’re all weeping bitterly, one
tear after the other, sir. Come to our camp and
we’ll feed you some eggs. Sir, if you put up
bail for my husband, I’ll let you sleep with my
daughter.
The technique of bringing private affairs into the
public arena is combined with the extroverted bawdiness of the Gaduliya in a sang performed by Hajari
and his son, Janakilal, in which private squabbles
overwhelm the vendors’ professional concerns:
GADULIYA: Bring your scrap iron to me! Buy that
ladle you need! Give me your broken scrap iron!
WIFE: Oh mother, would you buy a ladle?
GADULIYA: Why do you always shout and create a
disturbance!
WIFE: Strange! If I sell my wares or do nothing at
all, you still say I shout!
GADULIYA: Oh, let me burn your mouth! Look
at that, Sethji, just because the country is ruled by
a lady, this woman is shouting! I’ve told her clearly
that, being a woman, she shouldn’t shout, but she
shouts anyway, can’t keep her face straight or her
mouth shut!
19

Perhaps most startling and complex of all the sangs
bringing private matters into public spaces is that of
Nakhti, a woman whose nose tip has been cut off
by her husband in a jealous rage. This practice of
punishing unfaithful wives was once fairly common
and is still occasionally heard of in villages, according to R.C. Pancholi, a Chittorgarh jurist (1982,
personal communication). With the cut nose created
by tying a piece of cardboard soaked in red dye over
his real nose and a liberal use of stage blood, Hajari
enters the streets shouting for help: “Oh sir, my nose
has been lopped off ! When I was nursing my child,
he came and said that I slept with other men! Damn
my husband! What’ll become of my children now?
Where should I go? How could I be an adulteress
when I’m the mother of three children?!” The audience’s astonishment and shock is gradually turned
to uneasy comedy as Hajari names the onlookers as
among the “few” exceptions that she had shared her
favors with, praising the discretion of some, disparaging the sexual services of others, and
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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finally stating that the husband’s claim that she had
slept with every man in the village was preposterous,
given the smallness of their home. In the process,
the husband’s vicious action, the wife’s hypocrisy
and prodigality, and the audience’s own gullibility
and discomfiture become targets for satiric attention
and laughter.
These examples show certain artistic principles at
work in the construction of the bahurupiya’s sangs.
Because he is a street performer and must play to
a constantly changing audience, the repetition of
key phrases abound in the playing-far more so, in
fact, than in the limited examples given. Thus, street
cries, bits of doggerel, and repeated lamentations
are used to specify the character and situation for
new onlookers as well as to sustain dialogue and
character for those who follow the performance
from street to street and shop to shop. These key
strips of dialogue provide a base for the sang and are
then departed from as Hajari improvises within the
circumstances offered by the audience’s reactions.
Many of these improvised bits of repartee with the
audience have already been tested in other performances, while a few may be evoked by the particularities of the moment.
Entire performances are built up by recycling old
material within new contexts. Thus, the vesh of
the pregnant Pinjari, originally created for Bhupal
Singh’s amusement, can be used to humiliate an
antagonistic merchant or to provide public entertainment. Elements worked out for one-man veshes
can be built upon in expanded sangs involving two
or more bahurupiyas. Janakilal, for example, teamed
with his father to perform as a protesting Kanjara
being led to the police station by Hajari’s stern Police Officer:
KANJARA: I fall at your feet, sir! We walk the
straight and narrow path, sir! We don’t steal! We are
your Kanjaras, completely innocent!
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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Hajari Bhand portrays the Nakhti, a woman
whose nose tip has been cut off by her husband in a jealous rage.
POLICEMAN: Shut up, motherfucker! Keep moving! If you talk too much, I’ll whack you with this
stick!
KANJARA: Oh, sir! Please don’t drag us into the
station! What have we stolen? We only steal little
things. Have we stolen gold so you’re taking us to the
police station?
POLICEMAN: Move it! Walk!
KANJARA: Oh, sir! We don’t steal. Ask him! We
won’t steal anymore, sir! We’re innocent. Except for
a few little necessary thefts. Oh, sir, we didn’t steal
the goats.
POLICEMAN: How many goats did you steal?
Who did you sell them to?
KANJARA: We sold them to Mama, the butcher.
But he just died yesterday. What can we do?
POLICEMAN: How many goats? Tell the truth!
KANJARA: Oh, Sir, I only took three goats. And
still people say we steal gold! Ch, sir, we don’t even
eat mutton! We are your Kanjaras, getting by begging cold stale food!
POLICEMAN: It better never happen again! Sit
here on the ground, motherfucker! And shut up!
KANJARA: Oh, sir, I repent, I put my hands in my
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mouth. What do we steal, Sir? By your throat I
swear, sir!
POLICEMAN: You dare swear by my throat?
KANJARA: I’ll never swear by your throat again,
sir. We’re your Kanjaras, camping in your area, living on food we beg, sit. By your throat I swear, sir.
We only steal very small things or gold. Except for
gold and small things, we never steal at all!
Though “situation” becomes far more important
than “plot,” and characters have little chance to
“develop” as the street audience comes and goes,
it is important to note that - at least in Hajari and
Janakilal Bhand’s treatments - there is a dramatic
progression involved in these sangs. The initial dialog establishes the situation and character, which are
usually familiar to the audience. Often, there is an
initial “taking in” of the audience. Thus, the Doctor and Police Officer convince many at first by their
seeming authenticity, and we have seen the sang of
the Nakhti send people calling for help. Gradually,
the joke is revealed by greater and greater audacity
in the portrayal of character and manipulation of
dialog - as in the Pathan’s harangue or in the fight
between the Gaduliya and his wife - or through
comic by-play with the audience. Thus, the Doctor
moves from suggesting pills to telling the “patient”
that he should only have sex once a year. The performative play involved in the sang of the Nakhti
is revealed by her increasingly outrageous allusions
to supposed secret affairs with audience members.
Janakilal’s Kanjara goes from protesting complete
innocence to pleading with the arresting Officer that
“except for gold and small things, we never steal at
all.”
The overall sense of spontaneous and enlivening
play may be more important to a bahurupiya’s
performance than any of the specific techniques and
effects that have been pointed out. To celebrate the
end of our work together and to mark the end of a
period of mourning following the death of his elder
brother, Mohan, Hajari Bhand dressed up his sons
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and recreated the vesh of the Bhils - a tribal people
known for their bravery, loyalty, and zestful appetite
for life. With Hajari impersonating a Bhil matriarch,
carrying his two-year-old son, and spinning in feverish circles with a broad grin on his face, the citizens
of Chittorgarh picked up the infectious joy as Hajari
and his family sang this song:
The King is coming, Beat the gongs and drum!
The Bhils are dancing, The Bhands are dancing, too!
To an unusual degree, Hajari Bhand strives for originality while devising his sangs - even when his veshes
are shared by other bahurupiyas. He takes pride
in the fact that he has developed his own repertory
and in his efforts to keep his material fresh. During our travels, we had the opportunity to observe
the creation of a new character. While Hajari was
performing the vesh of the Nakhti, a real life pagal
began to interact with Hajari, saying he would beat
up the woman’s husband and invite her to move in
with him. Hajari afterward reflected that the pagal’s
intervention had been welcome at first, since it gave
him something new to respond to in his improvised
play. As the pagal began to follow us around, however, demanding money, throwing stones, and taking attention away from the performance, Hajari
found his presence annoying. Later that night, we
asked him if he could make up a character based
on the pagal. Hajari immediately showed us how he
would do this, beginning by rearranging his clothes
and then assuming a stance that was a slight exaggeration of the pagal’s. He then started to repeat a
few key actions and phrases of the pagal that had
rankled him: imitating the demands for money and
swinging his arms in a wide arc as if throwing a
stone. As we laughed, he began to elaborate, keep
ing the touchstone words and actions in his widening portrayal. A character that was both an accurate
reflection and a comic comment on the pagal began
to take on life, as though he was being recreated in
the distorting glass of a fun-house mirror.
21
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If the mirror that the bahurupiya holds up to nature
is a distorting one, often sustaining stereotypes and
poking fun at man’s pretensions to dignity, the
bahurupiya’s playful census of Rajasthani types
also provides a dynamic method of airing tensions
within the culture. Beyond this, in its cumulative
effect, the artistry of the bahurupiya challenges the
fixed nature of the very categories that it uses for
its field of play. Plato, who distrusted mimetic skills,
refers in The Republic to wandering “pantomimic
gentlemen, who are so clever that they can imitate
anything” and suggests sending storytellers with
such skills promptly away as disruptive influences,
“sweet and holy and wonderful beings” though
they may be(Jowet 1944:155). Plato feared that the
mimic would further distort life -already imperfectly
comprehended - for the sake of a good laugh or a
dramatic effect, and that the net result of his fooling
with identities would be chaos. The anarchic juggling of identities by the bahurupiya as “pantomimic gentleman” is particularly striking against a social
background traditionally dominated by principles
of karma dharma, which dictate the obligations and
duties, as well as social rank, dress, and occupations
of caste members.
Feudal societies in general have tried to answer the
call of anarchy by sponsoring pockets of disorder
within the system itself. The fool chained to the
throne of the king served as a reminder of common
frailty, but the chain must have also functioned as a
means of keeping this human symbol for disorder
fixed within the compass of the court. The natural
fools and dwarves that so fascinated the European
medieval and Renaissance courts as lessons in humility and images of a disorder that cried out for
containment seem to have been less popular (though
not entirely missing to judge by the vidusaka’s distorted shape) in the courts of India. In Hindu caste
society, the bahurupiya’s ability to take on many
identities is similarly appealing and threatening. It
can be no accident that of all the Bhands, the Hindu
GUIDE: Hajari Band of Rajasthan
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Bhands of Rajasthan seem to have taken particular
delight in tapping this tradition to add to their repertory as jesters. If the rigidities of dress and behavior
in caste society facilitate the bahurupiya’s work,
these same rigidities give added meaning to his ability to function.
The bahurupiya’s heretical play with the principles
of karma dharma points to a deeper stratum of
Hindu philosophy that insists that each human being
contains in microcosmic form the powers and potentialities of the macro cosmos. As a joker in the deck,
a “wild card” in an otherwise carefully labeled pack,
the bahurupiya serves as a reminder that even in
the most rigid societies, identities are not fixed. The
wheel of karma takes many turns; a prince in one
cycle may find himself a pauper in another as the
lila - or play - of life continues. Small wonder, then,
that the rich and powerful would strive to contain
and control this disruptive presence through patronage, and that the Bhand’s sycophantic flattery is
sought after, while his curses are feared. The Bhand
as bahurupiya serves not only as an entertaining
reflection and distortion of a Rajasthani “human
comedy” but as a reminder and immediate demonstration of the mutability of the human soul and the
liveliness of the human spirit.
This is, of course, neither a new nor a peculiarly
Asian enterprise. At the end of the Middle Ages in
Europe, Erasmus followed a similar line of thought
while meditating on the fool and writing his Praise
of Folly (Hudson 1941:37):
Now what else is the whole life of mortals but
a sort of comedy, in which the various actors,
disguised by various costumes and masks,
walk on and play each one his part, until the
manager waves them off the stage? Moreover,
this manager frequently bids the same actor go
back in a different costume, so that he who has
but lately played the king in scarlet now acts
the flunky in patched clothes.
22
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We do not know, of course, how much of this analysis would ring true to Hajari Bhand, who in his
day-to-day behavior is as polite and modest as he is
outrageous in his professional roles. It is appropriate
to end this study with his own joking protest about
our work with him: “I wander about. I meet everybody. I get along with everyone. By making people
happy, I earn some money. I eat and I drink. I have
no problems. Then you people come along and hire
me to do all this work and ask me all these questions
about this and that. Now, I’ve got problems!”
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3 The sections of Hajari Bhand’s sangs quoted in
this article have been reworked from Dinesh Chandra Bhanawat’s literal translations made from our
field recordings.
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